Differential Sensitivity of pHLIP to Ester and Ether Lipids.
pH (low) insertion peptide (pHLIP) is a polypeptide from the third transmembrane helix of bacteriorhodopsin. The pH-dependent membrane insertion of pHLIP has been conveniently exploited for translocation of cargo molecules and as a novel imaging agent in cancer biology due to low extracellular pH in cancer tissues. Although the application of pHLIP for imaging tumor and targeted drug delivery is well studied, literature on pHLIP-membrane interaction is relatively less studied. Keeping this in mind, we explored the differential interaction of pHLIP with ester and ether lipid membranes utilizing fluorescence and CD spectroscopy. We report, for the first time, higher binding affinity of pHLIP toward ether lipid relative to ester lipid membranes. There results gain relevance since Halobacterium halobium (source of bacteriorhodopsin) is enriched with ether lipids. In addition, we monitored the difference in microenvironment around pHLIP tryptophans utilizing red edge excitation shift and observed increased motional restriction of water molecules in the interfacial region in ether lipid membranes. These changes were accompanied with increase in helicity of pHLIP in ether lipid relative to ester lipid membranes. Our results assume further relevance since ether lipids are upregulated in cancer cells and have emerged as potential biomarkers of various diseases including cancer.